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Abstract
A search for chargino and neutralino pair production in e + e— collisions at center-of-mass energies between 161 GeV and 
183 GeV is performed under the assumptions that R-parity is not conserved and that only purely leptonic or hadronic 
R-parity violating decays are allowed. No signal is found in the data. Limits on the production cross sections, on the 
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model parameters and on the masses of the supersymmetric particles are derived. © 1999 
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The most general superpotential of the Minimal 
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [1], which 
describes a supersymmetric, renormalizable and 
gauge invariant theory, with minimal particle con­
tent, includes the term Wr [2]:
WR = AijkL iLjEk q AijkL iQjDk q DjDk ,
(1)
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where AiJ-k, Wk and are the Yukawa couplings 
and i, j and k are the generation indices; L t and Q i 
are the _left-handed lepton- and quark-doublet super­
fields; E;, D( and U; are the right-handed singlet 
superfields for charged leptons, down- and up-type 
quarks, respectively. In order to prevent the simulta­
neous presence of identical fermionic fields, the 
following antisymmetry relations are required: A ijk 
= — Ajik and Aj = — A''kj-, so that there are in total 
9 + 27 + 9 independent Yukawa couplings.
The Aijk and A'ijk couplings violate the leptonic 
quantum number L, while the A'Jk couplings violate 
the baryonic quantum number B. Their simultaneous 
presence would lead to a fast proton decay [3], which 
is experimentally excluded [4]. This can be avoided 
by imposing the conservation of R-parity, a multi­
plicative quantum number defined as:
R = ( —1)3BqLq2S, (2)
where S is the spin. R is q1 for all ordinary 
particles, and — 1 for their supersymmetric partners. 
As a consequence, if R-parity is conserved, super-
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Table 1
Allowed R-parity violating direct decays of the neutralino and 
chargino. Charged conjugate states are implied
Coupling Neutralino decays Chargino decays
lijk 6 vjk , V/j ^k Vivjk , 6 k
X'ijk u i dj-d k d;d:dk, u iu jd k, u id ju k
symmetric particles can be produced only in pairs 
and they decay in cascade to the lightest supersym­
metric particle (LSP), which is stable. However, the 
absence of either the B-violating or the L-violating 
terms, or of a subset of them, is enough to prevent a 
fast proton decay, while allowing the LSP to decay 
into Standard Model particles via scalar lepton or 
quark exchange.
In this paper, we search for pair-produced neu- 
tralinos (eq e y ™ X\X\, e'e y ™ xx"- i > 2) and 
charginos (e ' e y ™ x! Xi ) with subsequent R-parity 
violating decays, assuming that one of the Xijk or 
Xj coupling constants is non-negligible. The Xijk 
couplings are not considered. In all processes stud­
ied, the lightest neutralino is assumed to decay into 
three fermions according to the dominant Xijk or Xj 
interaction term, as detailed in Table 1. When the 
chargino is the LSP or when the R-parity violating 
coupling is strong enough, direct decays of charginos 
into three fermions can also occur via the dominant 
R-parity violating term, as listed in Table 1. If the X0 
is the LSP, charginos can also decay indirectly into 
X' W *, or into X0 W * for chargino heavier than the 
next-to-lightest neutralino. Similarly the heavier neu- 
tralinos (X0,i > 2) can decay indirectly into Z *x' or 
directly into fermions. When the lightest scalar lep­
ton is the LSP, the process X0 is taken into 
account for the X ijk analysis.
In the present analysis, the dominant coupling is 
assumed to be greater than 10 5 [5], corresponding 
to decay lengths smaller than 1 cm. Searches for 
R-parity violating decays have also been performed 
by other LEP experiments [6].
2. Data and Monte Carlo samples
The data used corresponds to an integrated lumi­
nosity of 55.3 pb 1 collected by the L3 detector [7] 
at the center-of-mass energy (T) of 182.7 GeV, 
hereafter referred to as 183 GeV. For the indirect 
Xijk analysis, 21.1 pb 1 of data collected at 161­
172 GeV are also used.
The signal events are generated with SUSYGEN 
[8] for different values of neutralino and chargino 
masses, for all possible choices of the generation 
indices.
The following Monte Carlo generators are used to 
simulate Standard Model processes: PYTHIA [9] for 
eq ey™ qq, eq ey™ Zeq ey ande'e ™ ZZ, BHA- 
GENE3 [10] for eqe y ™ eqe y , KORALZ [11] for 
eqe ™ and eqe ™ t' t , PHOJET [12] for
eqey ™ eqeyqq, DIAG36 [13] for eqe ™ 
eqe /Vy (/ = e,m,T) and KORALW [14] for eqey 
™ W' W . The number of simulated events corre­
sponds to at least 100 times the luminosity of the 
data, except for Bhabha and two-photon processes, 
where the Monte Carlo samples correspond to ap­
proximately 5 times the luminosity.
The detector response is simulated using the 
GEANT package [15]. It takes into account effects of 
energy loss, multiple scattering and showering in the 
detector materials. Hadronic interactions are simu­
lated with the GHEISHA program [16]. Time depen­
dent inefficiencies of the different subdetectors are 
also taken into account in the simulation procedure.
3. Analysis procedure
3.1. Xijk: topology and preselection
When the Xijk couplings dominate, the LSP de­
cays into three leptons. The possible topologies aris­
ing from the different final states are listed in Table 
2. Selections for the different topologies are devel­
oped.
The decay products of the x10 pair are four 
charged leptons and two neutrinos. If the l133 cou­
pling dominates, each neutralino can decay into 
vetq t . vTeqTy, vet t' or vTe t'. and the final 
state contains at least two t leptons, which are 
selected with lower efficiency with respect to elec­
trons and muons. If the neutralino mass is high 
(> 50 GeV) the event topology consists of four 
charged leptons, isotropically distributed, and miss­
ing energy (E). On the contrary, for low neutralino
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Table 2
Processes and topologies considered in the l coupling analysis
Process Topology
e'e X OT 0 ™ Wfo 4 Z + E
e + e_ Vi°V10 ™ TOTO Z * ™ llin qq 4 Z + 2 jets + E
( i g 2. MMvv m 6 Z + E
l fl fw vv 4l + E
e + e_ v'Tr ™ V1°V1° W * W * ™ZZMvv qq’qq’ 4l + 4 jets + E
rrriw qqvv 5l + 2 jets + E
rrriw ¿vrv 6l + E
e + e_ i+ Xi ™ ■■ 6l
rrrrvv 4l + E
/Vvvvv 2l + E
masses (.M® < 20 GeV) the events consist of two 
Al
back-to-back lepton pairs and missing energy. In this 
case, there is a large background from Standard 
Model lepton-pair processes.
In the case of the process e'e™ y-Off ™ 
yj'Z *yj'. three possible final states are present, cor­
responding to the Z * decays into hadrons, charged 
leptons or neutrinos. As is shown in Table 2, the 
topologies arising from this process include leptons 
and missing energy or leptons plus hadronic jets and 
missing energy. These topologies are covered by 
combining the neutralino and chargino pair selec­
tions, described below.
In the case of chargino production, the signal 
topologies depend not only on the values of the 
chargino and neutralino masses, but also on the 
chargino decay modes. For small values of the mass 
difference DM = M^ + — Mfo (DM< 1 OGeV) the
A 1 A 1
event energy is mainly carried by the neutralino 
decay products, almost independently of the different 
chargino decay channels. Therefore, a common se­
lection is developed for all chargino decay modes. 
On the contrary, for medium and large DM values 
(DM> 1 OGeV), different selections are developed 
for each possible configuration. As the process e' ey 
™ qq and hadronic W' W— decays are the main 
background for the hadronic mode, a relatively low 
multiplicity is required.
In the case of chargino R-parity violating direct 
decays, three possible topologies can occur. When 
both charginos decay into three charged leptons, the 
final state is almost background free. If the decay 
products are two charged leptons and four neutrinos, 
the main background contributions come from lep­
tonic W and t decays and two-photon interactions. 
The last topology, four charged leptons plus missing 
energy, is already taken into account by the neu- 
tralino pair selection.
Events are preselected by requiring at least 3 
charged tracks and 4 calorimetric clusters in order to 
remove e'e ™ e+ey,m+my and purely leptonic 
t ' t and W ' W decays. Events have to contain at 
least two charged leptons. The visible energy has to 
be smaller than 90% of 4s in order to remove high 
multiplicity qq events and hadronic W ' W and ZZ 
decays. The missing momentum vector is required to 
be in the polar angle range between 5° and 1 75°. In 
order to reject cosmic ray interactions, at least one 
time of flight measurement is required to be consis­
tent with the beam crossing.
Tagged two-photon interactions are rejected by 
requiring the sum of the energies measured in the 
small angle calorimeters between 1.5° and 9.0° to be 
less than 1 OGeV. In addition, the visible energy 
must be greater than 1 5% of 4s . Background from 
two-photon collisions is further reduced by requiring 
the transverse missing momentum to be greater than 
5 GeV.
After the preselection is applied, 337 events are 
selected in the data sample and 334 events are
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Fig. 1 . Distributions of a) the number of tracks, b) the number of 
leptons, c) the normalised visible energy and d) ln( y34) after the 
l ijk preselection. The solid histograms show the normalised sum 
of Standard Model processes. The dotted and dashed histograms 
show two examples of signal, with dominant coupling l 133. The 
dotted histograms represent the process e + e~ — y^y0, for M-o 
= 91 GeV, corresponding to one hundred times the expected cross 
section. The dashed ones represent e + e~ — , with M- ± =
91 GeV and DM = 50 GeV, corresponding to four times the ex­
pected cross section.
c) • Data L3 d) • Data £3
80 □ ii, qq □□ 11, qqq yy interactions q 100 yy interactions
60 1 WW , Zee , ZZ MH WW , Zee , ZZ
c <D 40 I> UJ
20
> LLI 50
0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 11 -20 -15 -10 -5 0
^visible^® in(y34)
expected in total from Standard Model processes. 
The signal preselection efficiency for e+e_ — y 
is about 85% for M~ ± = 91 GeV, at Is = 183 GeV. 
For e+e _ — XV0X0 the efficiency is greater than 80% 
for Myo G 50 GeV and between 35% and 60% for
X1
5 GeV F M-0 F 20 GeV. Fig. 1 shows the number of 
tracks, number of leptons, normalised visible energy 
and ln( y34) distributions after the preselection. The 
jet resolution parameter ymn is defined as the ycut 
value at which the event configuration changes from 
n to m jets, when using the DURHAM [17] cluster­
ing scheme. The data are in good agreement with the 
Monte Carlo expectations.
3.2. X'jk: topology and preselection
If lJ couplings dominate, the LSP decays into 
three quarks, with a flavour composition given by 
the generation indices of the dominant l'iJk coupling. 
The possible topologies arising from the different 
final states are summarized in Table 3.
In the case of pair production, the final state 
contains six quarks, and three different topologies 
can occur, depending on the value of M y 0. For low 
and medium neutralino masses (M-0 F 50 GeV) not 
all the six jets in the event can be resolved, while for 
high masses (M-0 ) 50 GeV) they can be well sepa­
rated. Therefore, the signal topology is two-jet like 
for small values of the neutralino mass. For interme­
diate neutralino masses the events are more similar 
to four jets, while for large neutralino masses the 
events can contain six isolated jets, isotropically 
distributed. For small neutralino masses the main 
background contribution comes from e ' e y — qq. 
When the signal topology is four-jet like, qqgg and 
hadronic W+W_ decays contribute. For high neu- 
tralino masses, the most important background source 
is WqWy events.
The same multi-jet topology occurs when 
charginos decay directly into three quarks, or when 
the mass difference DM is sufficiently small, so that 
Process Topology
Table 3
Processes and topologies considered in the l J coupling analyses for events containing two, four or six resolved jets
e + ey™ i10i10 or y+ xf - qqqqqq 2 jets
4 jets
6 jets
e+ey™ V X0 -♦ -0 -1' Z * - qqqqqq ff 4 jets or 6 jets
(i G 2) (4 or 6) jets + leptons
(4 or 6) jets + if
e+e_ — - + xi - V10V1° W * W * - qqqqqq fff’f” 4 jets or 6 jets
(4 or 6) jets + lepton(s) + if
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the decay products of the W * pair carry only a 
negligible fraction of the event energy. Since 
charginos of masses up to 45 GeV are excluded by Z 
lineshape measurements [18], the two-jet topology is 
not addressed in this case. Analogous considerations 
apply for the processes xf and x° When DM 
is large, leptons and neutrinos from W * decays can 
carry a relevant fraction of the event energy, leading 
to lower selection efficiencies.
In this analysis no attempt is made to identify 
quark flavours. However, the efficiency is found to 
be slightly higher for events containing b-quarks 
than for events with light quarks. Therefore, only the 
results obtained by the choice A>ijk = A[12 will be 
quoted in the next sections.
The preselection of the AXijk analysis aims at 
selecting well balanced hadronic events. Low multi­
plicity events, like leptonic Z and W decays, are 
rejected by requiring at least 13 calorimetric clusters. 
At least one charged track has to be present. The 
visible energy has to be greater than 50% of T. The 
energy imbalances, parallel and perpendicular to the 
beam direction, are required to be smaller than 20% 
of the visible energy.
Above the Z peak a large fraction of background 
events contains a hard initial state radiation (ISR) 
photon. Unbalanced events with an ISR photon in 
the beam pipe are removed by means of the require­
ment on the parallel energy imbalance. In order to 
reject events with an ISR photon seen in the detector, 
the invariant mass of the hadronic system has to be 
greater than 80% of /s .
In order to remove background contributions from 
two-photon interactions, the energy in a cone of 12° 
half opening angle around the beam axis must not 
exceed 30% of the total visible energy. Furthermore, 
the thrust axis is required to be well contained in the 
detector with a polar angle between 8° and 172°.
After the preselection is applied, 1953 events are 
selected in the data sample and 1949 are expected 
from Standard Model processes, mainly coming from 
qq and Wq W— events. The signal preselection effi­
ciency for eqe—™ x¥0if is about 85% and for 
e'e—™ xVti— is between 60% and 90%, at T = 
183 GeV. Fig. 2 shows the ln(y34), thrust, ln( y45) 
and narrow jet broadening (BN) [19] distributions 
after the preselection. There is a good agreement 
between data and Monte Carlo expectations.
300 Lc) • Data■ww L3
§200c <u
□ qq
W 100 h
0 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4
in(y45)
Fig. 2. Distributions of a) ln(y34), b) thrust, c) ln(y45) and d) the 
narrow jet broadening after the Aj preselection. The solid his­
tograms show Standard Model processes at /s =183 GeV. The 
dashed and dotted histograms show two examples of signal, with 
dominant coupling AX112 . The dashed histograms represent the 
process e+ e— ™ xYi’T0, with M-0 = 90GeV, corresponding to 
five hundred times the expected cross section. The dotted ones 
represent the same process, with M-0 = 30 GeV, corresponding to 
twenty times the expected cross section.
3.3. Analysis optimization
After the preselection level, dedicated selections 
are performed to maximize the Aijk and analysis 
sensitivities according to the topologies arising from 
those couplings.
In the Aijk case, the best sensitivity is achieved 
performing different selections according to the neu- 
tralino mass values and decay products. Chargino 
selections depend also on W * decay modes. In total 
thirteen selections are performed for which the cut 
values of the following variables are optimized si­
multaneously: acollinearity and acoplanarity angles, 
thrust, y34 and polar angle of the missing momen­
tum. The acollinearity and acoplanarity angles are 
calculated by forcing hadronic and leptonic objects 
in every event into exactly two jets with the 
DURHAM algorithm.
Fourteen selections are performed for the A'jk 
analysis. The sum of the di-jet masses is required not 
to be consistent with WqW— pair production. For 
the A j neutralino selection, the optimization proce-
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Table 4
Efficiency ranges of y 0y0 and y,' y i selections for direct R-parity violating neutralino and chargino decays, at 's = 1 83 GeV. In case of 
the process yq y |, the lowest mass value considered is My + = 1 5 GeV for A 133 and 45 GeV for A'! 1 2
Coupling Process My s 5-25 GeV Mys 25-55 GeV My s 55-91 GeV
l133 À1°À1° 3%-1°% 1°%-33% 39%-55%
l133 ÀqÀ1 1°%-18% 21%-4°% 43%-54%
l112 Â1°Â1°> ÀqÀr 19%-22% 23%-24% 21%-32%
dure includes the following variables: thrust, wide jet 
broadening variable, y34 and y45. For the Xj 
chargino selection, the cut values of the following 
variables are optimized: thrust, BN, y34 and y56.
The optimization procedure uses Monte Carlo 
signal and background events and is described in 
Ref. [20]. For two-photon interactions, which repre­
sent an important background source for the lijk 
analysis, the optimization and the background esti­
mation are performed on two independent samples to 
avoid potential biases from statistical fluctuations.
3.4. Efficiencies
Here we discuss only the results obtained for 
lijk = l133 and Xj = 11 2, since these choices of 
the generation indices give the lowest selection effi­
ciencies. In the following, only the efficiencies at 
4s = 183 GeV are quoted for simplicity. The effi­
ciencies of the processes eqe y ™ a'a"- eqe y ™ 
X' X 1 and e ' e y ™ X1°X1> are summarized in Tables 
4 and 5 for direct and indirect R-parity violating 
decays.
In the case of direct R-parity violating decays, the 
efficiencies are estimated for different lightest neu- 
tralino or chargino masses. For both l133 and l112 
mediated decays, the efficiencies increase with in­
creasing lightest neutralino or chargino mass. At 
high masses, six fermions are expected to be isotrop­
ically produced and can be disentangled from W-pair 
production background events. For low masses, the 
signal signatures look like back-to-back jet events 
and the selection efficiencies are smaller due to the 
dominant background coming from the two-fermion 
processes. In addition, for the A133 selection the 
efficiencies obtained for low masses (below 50 GeV) 
are higher for chargino than for neutralino due to the 
contribution of the six charged lepton final state.
In the case of indirect R-parity violating decays 
for both charginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos, 
the efficiencies are estimated for different masses 
and DM ranges. For a chargino mass of 91 GeV and 
assuming x" ™ A10W * or x" ™ x20W * ™ 
/,'Z * W *, the efficiencies obtained for A133 and 
A'1'12 mediated decays decrease with increasing DM. 
At high DM, the signal signatures are very similar to 
those of W-pair production. For M^ + Mf0 = 
180GeV, the efficiencies of the process e'ey™ 
X0X10 (i = 2,3,4) decrease slightly with increasing 
DM for the A133 and A'1'12 analyses. In the latter case, 
the efficiencies are smaller compared to those ob­
tained for charginos due to the invisible or purely 
leptonic Z* decays.
Efficiency ranges of yi°y1° and yqy1 selections for indirect R-parity violating neutralino and chargino decays, at 's = 183 GeV. The 
chargino selection efficiencies correspond to M- + = 91 GeV. For the process yioy1° the efficiencies correspond to M~° + M~o = 18° GeV
Table 5
Coupling Process DM s 5-2° GeV DMs 20-50 GeV DMs 50-80 GeV
l133 y i°À1° 47%-54% 42%-47% 26%-37%
l133 ÀqÀ1 47%-56% 28%-47% 17%-26%
l112 y i°À1° 31%-32% 28%-30% 28%-24%
l112 ÀqÀ1 30%-43% 45%-51% 10%-43%
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4. Results
The summary of the searches is given in Table 6, 
showing the number of candidates and expected 
background events. We do not observe any excess of 
events. Therefore we set upper limits on the neu- 
tralino and chargino production cross sections as­
suming direct or indirect R-parity violating decays. 
We also derive limits on the masses of these parti­
cles in the framework of the MSSM. Exclusion 
limits at 95% C.L. are derived taking into account 
the estimated background contamination. The pre­
dicted contribution from the two-photon processes, 
due to the large statistical error, is not included, such 
that data events consistent with this background are 
conservatively considered as signal. Systematic er­
rors on the signal efficiency are evaluated as in Ref. 
[20]. The typical relative error is 5% and is domi­
nated by Monte Carlo statistics. It is taken into 
account in the calculations of the signal upper limits 
[2 1 ].
4.1. Upper limits on neutralino and chargino pro­
duction cross sections
The 95% C.L. upper limits on neutralino and 
chargino pair-production cross sections at 1 83 GeV, 
both for lijk and lfijk, are shown in Fig. 3. For the 
indirect lijk analysis the data collected at 1 83 GeV 
are combined with those at the lower center of mass 
energies. Hence this upper limit should be inter­
preted as a limit on the luminosity-weighted average 
cross section («LTOy Ee s (E # ) L (E# )).
In the case of dominant l j coupling, the neu- 
tralino pair-production cross section is below 0.2 pb 
at 95% C.L. for M-o G 40 GeV and below 0.1 pb for
Table 6
Number of expected background and observed data events for the 
different selections
Coupling Process Nbackground Ndata
1 jk xOx? 1.3 " 0.1 0
1 jk £+;X| (indirect) 1.6 " 0.1 0
1 jk Ï,(direct. 10.4 " 0.5 10
X'ijk xOxO 62 " 2 52
X'ijk xt X1 46 " 1 40
Fig. 3. 95% C.L. upper limits on: a) the neutralino production 
cross section as a function of the neutralino mass, b) the chargino 
production cross section as a function of the chargino mass, in the 
direct decay mode and c) the chargino production cross section as 
a function of DM, for M- ± = 91 GeV, in the indirect decay mode. 
The solid lines show the limits obtained by the liJk = l133 
analysis, and the dashed lines show those obtained by the l''jk = 
A'112 analysis.
M-o G 60 GeV. The chargino cross section is below 
0.4 pb for a chargino mass greater than 45 GeV in 
the direct decay mode and is below 0.2 pb for 
M- ± = 91 GeV and DM < 50 GeV in the indirect 
decay mode.
In the case of dominant lijk coupling, the neu­
tralino cross section is below 0.6 pb at 95% C.L. for 
any value of the neutralino mass. The chargino cross 
section is below 0.6 pb for a chargino mass greater 
than 45 GeV in the direct decay mode and is below 
0.4 pb for M- ± = 91 GeV and DM < 60 GeV in the 
indirect decay mode.
4.2. Interpretation in the MSSM
The results are also interpreted as excluded re­
gions in the MSSM parameter space. In the MSSM 
framework neutralino and chargino masses, cou­
plings and cross sections depend on the gaugino 
mass parameter, M2 , the higgsino mass mixing pa­
rameter, m, the ratio of the vacuum expectation 
values of the two Higgs doublets, tan b, and the 
common mass of the scalar fermions at the GUT 
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scale, m0. Therefore the exclusion regions can be 
expressed in the M2 — m plane for a given value of 
m 0 and tan [3. The results presented here hold for liJk 
and l'jk > 10—5 and for 0 F M2 F 2000 GeV, 
— 500GeV F mF 500GeV. They do not depend 
on the value of the trilinear coupling in the Higgs 
sector, A.
In addition to the limits obtained with this analy­
sis, we take into account the constraints from L3 
cross section measurements at the Z pole. A point in 
the MSSM parameter space is excluded at 95% C.L. 
by Z lineshape measurements if:
( — / > Tlim, (3)
where crSUSY is the sum of the pair-production cross 
sections of supersymmetric particles at T = 91 GeV, 
calculated with SUSYGEN [8], and <rSM is the total Z 
cross section predicted by the Standard Model. GZ 
and Glim = 24 MeV are the measured total Z width 
and the 95% C.L. upper limit on possible non-Stan­
dard Model contributions to the total Z width [18]. 
Fig. 4 shows the exclusion regions at 95% C.L. in 
the M2 — m plane for tan [3 = i/2 and for m 0 = 
60 GeV or 500 GeV, for both lijk and lijk. The 
excluded regions with the present results are domi­
nated by the chargino analyses. Moreover some re­
gions beyond the chargino kinematic limit are ex­
cluded at large m 0 and low tan (3 values by the 
X2A4 and x0 Xi° analyses and at low m 0 by the 
.YU'i' analyses.
Lower limits on the masses of the supersymmetric 
particles are reported for the following two regions 
of the parameter space where:
1. the *0 is the LSP (50 GeV F m0 F 500 GeV and 
any tan (3 or any m0 and 2 F tan (3 F 40);
2. the lightest scalar lepton can be the LSP (0 F m 0 
< 50 GeV and 1 F tan (3< 2).
In region 2), in the presence of dominant l ijk 
coupling the decay chain X0 leads to
the same final states arising from neutralino direct 
R-parity violating decays, so that the analysis is 
efficient also when the lightest scalar lepton is the 
LSP. The additional contribution of the process 
X0 Ti' is taken into account for the region in
which M/< M-o. When the l\Jk coupling dominate, 
the decay qqq occurs. Since there is
Fi (GeV) p, (GeV)
Fig. 4. Exclusion regions at 95% confidence level for lijk = l133 
(a-b) and ljk = l'112 (c-d), for tan (3=^2 and m0 = 60 GeV
(a-c) or 500 GeV (b-d). The light grey region is excluded by the 
Z lineshape measurements and the dark grey region by the present 
analyses. The black solid lines indicate the chargino kinematic 
limit. The grey region beyond the kinematic limit is excluded by 
neutralino analyses.
no event generator available for this process, we 
quote two sets of mass limits for lfijk coupling, for 
region 1) and region 2), respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the 95% C.L. lower limits on neu- 
tralino and chargino masses as a function of tan (3. In 
region 1 ), we derive the following lower limits at 
95% C.L. on the neutralino and chargino masses:
M-0 > 26.8 GeV,
M-0 > 44.3 GeV,
M > 91.1 GeV (lijk analysis), MX > 90.9 GeV 
(l J analysis).
In region 2), the 95% C.L. lower limits on the 
neutralino and chargino masses set by the l J analy­
sis are:
M~0 > 26.8 GeV,
M-0 > 34.8 GeV,
M" > 76.9 GeV.
From the exclusion contours in the M2 — m 0 plane 
we set indirect lower limits on the scalar lepton 
masses. Fig. 6 shows the 95% C.L. lower limits on
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Fig. 5. 95% C.L. lower limits on the masses of jf0 (a), x2° (b) 
and x" (c), as a function of tanb, for 0 F m0 F 500GeV, 
0 F M2 f 2000GeV and -500GeV F mF 500GeV. The solid 
lines show the limit obtained by the l133 analysis, the dashed 
lines by the A'/12 analysis in region 1) and the dotted lines by the 
l'1'12 analysis in region 2).
the mass of the supersymmetric partner of the right­
handed electron (Me ) for tanb = 2. These limits 
hold also for tanb > 2. Fig. 7 shows the 95% C.L. 
lower limit on the scalar electron mass as a function
Fig. 6. 95% C.L. exclusion contours in the M2 - m0 plane, for 
tan b = 2. The lines labelled with the corresponding value in GeV 
represent the contours of constant scalar electron mass. The solid 
and dotted curves show the 95% C.L. lower limits on M2 as a 
function of m0, from which we derive the limits on the scalar 
electron mass.
Fig. 7. 95% C.L. lower limit on the mass of the scalar electron as 
a function of tan b, for any value of m, M2 and m 0.
of tan b. In region 1), we obtain the following lower 
limits:
Me ) 79.3 GeV (liJk analysis) and Me ) 
73.0 GeV (lijk analysis)/ "
while in region 2) the 95% C.L. limits are:
M~r ) 61.8 GeV (l iJk analysis) and M— ) 
29.5 GeV (l' analysis).
The supersymmetric partner of the right-handed 
electron is predicted to be the lightest scalar lepton 9, 
hence tighter bounds are obtained for all other scalar 
leptons.
9 See for example [1,4] and references therein.
The search for neutralino and chargino R-parity 
violating decays reaches at least the same sensitivity 
as in the R-parity conserving case [22]. Therefore, 
the supersymmetry limits obtained at LEP are inde­
pendent of R-parity conservation assumptions.
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